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The interest in radio-frequency (RF) capacitively coupled plasmas (CCP) is 
stipulated by the wide use of this discharge in plasma aided materials processing 
industry and analytical chemistry. In this paper the results of modelling of CCP in 
planar geometry at pressures of several torrs are reported . The steep increase of plasma 
density in the discharge centre with current density is investigated numerically at a.- y 

transition . It has been shown that the main reason for this is the non-locality of y
electron ionization. 

For numerical modelling we use the fast modeling procedure described in [I], 
based on the separation of different temporal and spatial scales. We consider the full 
current equal to j = j0 sin(wt). In the plasma and in the plasma phase of the sheath 

region : n 0 (x) = n;(x), and RF electric field is given by E(x , t) = j(t)/[ebcn(x)]. In the 

sheath region in the space charge phase ( n"(x) =0) Poisson equation is to he solved . 

The field of ionic space charge is E(x,t) = [47tj 0 /wXcos(wt)-cos(Z)), where Z=Z(x) 

is the inverse function of x(Z) which describes the position of plasma-sheath boundary 
at the RF field phase Z=wt. In the plasma Z=O. The Poisson equation results in the 

equation for Z: sin(Z) dZ = e w n(x) . Ion displacement during the RF period is small 
dx Jo 

in comparison with the sheath thickness . And averaged over the RF period the 1on 

continuity equation can be used _.5!.._(Vn)=< I > + < IY > , where V,< I >.<I > are dx a a Y 

averaged over RF period ion velocity, ionization rates by a. andy electrons respectively . 
For calculation of the ionization rate we use the Townsend approximation: 

I.,(x, t) = n"b"IE(x , t)la.~E(x, t)l/ NJ , where a. is Townsend coefficient. For y-

ionization we have I Y ( x, t) = a.yf'; (L)( I +cos( wt))exp[[ a.( x' , t )dx] [I], where y is the 

coefficient of secondary ion-electron emission, r; (L) is the ion nux at the electrode. 

We have taken into account the neutral gas heating that results in dependence of neutral 
gas density on neutral gas temperature T(x). kN, ( x)T( x) = p = const , where p is gas 
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pressure. The neutral gas temperature was found from the heat conductivity equation 
[3] . The fast modelling procedure was validated for different gases in [2] . 

We compare results of modelling with experimental data from [31. The 
background gas is argon, ro= 13.56 *21tMHz, the discharge gap is 6.7cm, p=3torr. 
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Figure I . Comparison of calculated discharge voltage and plasma density (solid line) with 
experimental data (filled circles). 

The calculated discharge voltage agrees well with experimental data. However, 
the steep variation of the rate of plasma density increase at large current densities is 
absent in contrast to experimental results. The reason for such increase is non-locality of 
ionization produced by y-electrons [4] . When ionization by y-electrons is spreaded into 
plasma region it leads to steep increase of plasma density at the plasma-sheath 
boundary. And plasma density at the discharge center increases too. To check this 
surmise the calculations were performed with spreaded y-ionization. Spreading was 

performed according to In.,n-k<:ai (x) = frgamma (t)exp( -( t- x )/ kAy)dt I kAY, where A.y is 

the mean free path of y-electrons for ionization at energy 40eV, k - is some constant 
determining depth of spreading. Calculations were performed for k= I and k=3 . The 
resulting plasma density at the discharge center versus current density is shown in figure 
I . The solid line represents data calculated without spreading. Open squares and circles 
represent data calculated with spreading fork= I and k=3, respectively. The solid circles 
represent experimental data. 
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